The information gathered for this book has been
gleaned from records of the Institute’s monthly
meetings and other archived material.
Unfortunately, records for 1919 – 1926 and
1932 – 1939 are lost.

Entries in italics are taken directly from
original records.
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Institute centennial plaque
Installed in Village Hall, 10th January 2019
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BACKGROUND

In 1919 Mrs Seymour of Barwick House was
invited to Sandringham to learn about the new
organisation, The Women’s Institute.
On her
return she founded Barwick and Stanhoe WI
which was one of 24 Institutes brought into being
under the umbrella of a Norfolk Federation, also
established in that year. It would appear until
1930 the original name of the Institute was
retained. In records of 6th March of that year first
mention is made of “members of Stanhoe and
Barwick”. An exact date for the official change of
name does not appear in the available records.
Our Institute is one of only 6 remaining from the
original 24.
At the outset 10 monthly meetings were held each
year with August and September, the harvest
months, being omitted. September was included
in the programme in 1949. Although an August
meeting was held occasionally until 1949 it wasn’t
until 1989 it became a permanent fixture in the
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calendar.
At first August became the garden
meeting but later it was decided to revert to July
for this more casual gathering.
The garden
meeting was held initially at Barwick House, later
other members offered their gardens as a venue.
In 1989 a meeting day of Thursday was decided
upon and remains so today.
Prior to 2014,
meetings had been held on summer evenings and
winter afternoons but from this year onward all
began at 2.30pm. A final timing change came in
2018 when it was proposed and agreed that
members would convene at 2 pm.
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MEETING ROOMS

From inauguration in May 1919 to the year 1926
“the WI had met in the Men’s Reading Room but by
the importunate use of a Suggestion Box, the need
for a room of their own had been recognised. A
Garden Fete had been held; a site given; and the
President herself had completed payment for a
large wooden hall.” From 1926 the Institute held
its meetings in this WI Hut, also known as the
Women’s Club, situated on Bircham Road where
Clove Cottage now stands, no electrics, no
plumbing. Mains water was brought to Stanhoe
in 1948 with electricity arriving in 1952.
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A caretaker was employed and lived in the
attached property for many years until her
retirement in August 1967 “when she was
presented with an Acrilan bath mat and a pipe and
tobacco for her husband”. “A woman from the
village” was engaged thereafter at a rate of 10/per month to clean the meeting room and toilet.
WI members were responsible for washing teacups
and tidying the kitchen at the end of meetings.
Although not in the Institute’s ownership, the WI
was responsible for outgoings relating to the Hut.
Fees were charged for use of the premises for
village events and by other organisations.
A village cinema was held on the premises for
many years. In 1950 a request had been made
by a gentleman in Hunstanton who wished to use
the Hut weekly for this purpose.
Following
consultations with the appropriate authorities
concerns regarding safety, fire hazards etc. were
allayed and the Hut became home to the cinema
for a weekly charge of 10/-. Following inspection
to ensure compliance with fire regulations in 1956
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it was necessary that work be carried out on the
fireplace, door and fire exit.
In 1960 an additional outgoing relating to the Hut,
for which the WI became responsible, was the
introduction of the rating system. The first ever
demand received in May of that year was “for
nearly seven pounds a year” along with a water
rate of £1.15s. The committee referred the latter
to the Rural District Council but were advised that
it would have to be paid “as the water tap was
actually in the room”. The Hut did not have a
flushing lavatory. Circumstances arising the
following
year
however
assisted
in
the
improvement of this situation. The caretaker had
enquired if it would be possible for her present
toilet to be improved. The President agreed to find
out and at the same time the WI could consider
the installation of a flush lavatory for the
Institute. Thanks to a jumble sale and a
Michaelmas Fair in 1961, together with a 50%
grant from Docking Rural District Council, a flush
toilet was ultimately installed at a cost of
£82.13s.10d. The Rural District Council was
approached once more in 1970 when an
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application was made for a new car park and
entrance for the Hut. This was approved and the
work completed at a cost of £20.
By 1974 maintenance costs for running the Hut
as our venue were causing concern due to its
condition but it was decided to continue for at
least another year and await developments.
Thought had been given as early as 1965 to the
possible enlargement of the Reading Room in
Cross Lane to give it village hall status and to be a
possible new venue for the Institute. Finally, in
1978 with the WI Hut being in such a poor state,
the decision to move was made and we held our
last meeting there on 7th December. The Reading
Room/Village Hall became our new home on 5th
January 1979. The Hut was demolished in June
of that year.
It would appear members were pleased with the
new facilities commenting “the room had been very
pleasantly decorated in autumn colouring, with
brown and orange floor tiles and curtains to tone. A
beautiful mural, painted by Mrs Symington,
depicting a panorama of the village with the pond
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as a focal point was much admired.” The village
hall was enlarged in January/February/March,
1982 but the brown and orange tiles remained!
Only during the refurbishment of 2017 were they
replaced. Cherished items were transferred to our
new venue - an oak plaque carved by a local
craftsman, in memory of founder, Mrs Seymour;
a wall clock in the Institute’s possession for over
70 years; seven dozen plates, cups and saucers of
“Gold Line”, purchased
from
Washington
Potteries,
Stoke-onTrent for £13.9s.4d. in
1963 which remain in
use today in fewer
numbers;
a
linen
tablecloth designed and
embroidered by three
members
in
1964.
(This is the first of three
now in our possession,
the second being the “millennium” cloth bearing
the signatures of members in 2000 and the third
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embroidered by the President to celebrate both
our 90th and centennial birthdays.)

With various fundraising efforts since our arrival
the Institute has been able to supply additional
resources for the hall. One of our first purchases
was for three convector heaters.
Funds were
raised by carol singing in December 1986. A
spring fair was held in April 1998 raising over
£390 with which four tables were purchased.
From funds generated by a Christmas sale in
2001 the Mary Esther Hollway Memorial Trust,
administrators of the Reading Room, were
presented with 24 chairs for use in the hall.
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In April of the following year, a further £100 was
donated to the Trust to help ensure the continued
use of the Reading Room by the village. Its
closure had been threatened by a lack of toilet
facilities to meet EU regulations. The new toilet
block was officially opened on 10th August 2002. A
refurbishment of the kitchen facilities came three
years later to which the Institute was only too
pleased to contribute.
The Trust carried out a further refurbishment in
2017 producing a very comfortable venue for
monthly meetings.
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MEMBERSHIP

Institute membership was high in the late 1920s,
early 1930s. 40 subscriptions were paid in 1928.
Women of the villages were joined by “our friends
from Bircham aerodrome usually for six months at
a time”. 44 members were listed in 1962 since
when numbers have fluctuated.
Cause for
concern regarding sustainability came in 2013
when numbers dwindled to 16. However, thanks
to an influx of members from neighbouring
villages viability was ensured. Membership in
2019 is 29.
Each member pays an annual subscription fee set
by National Federation to meet financial
requirements at local, county and national levels.
The amount paid has increased over the years
from two shillings in 1930 to £42 in 2019.
Although annual increments have been between
£1 and £2, in 2007 there was an extra-ordinary
increase of £4. This was necessary to meet the
costs of the introduction of the new national
magazine “W.I. Life” which is distributed to every
14

subscribed member. This publication superseded
the national “Home and Country” magazine in
print since 1919. To keep members informed of
County Federation matters, an early publication,
“The Supplement”, evolved through “The County
Newsletter” and “The Gazette” to become the
current “Norfolk WI News”.
On payment of
subscription members also receive an annual
membership voucher booklet, first introduced in
1993,
which
contains
“fantastic
offers,
competitions and great discounts for each and
every member!”
More recently an information pack put together by
the Institute committee is given to each new
member. This contains details about the WI
movement and our Institute in particular. Since
2004 an information sheet listing local food
suppliers and services has also been available.
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COMMITTEE

The size of our committee has changed several
times since inception. We do not have a record of
the number serving in the very beginning, but 14
members were named in 1926. It was reduced to
twelve in 1959 when a new byelaw regarding
members’ length of service came into force. This
read “Committee members who have served for
three years in succession shall not be eligible to
stand for election in the following year provided
that no more than one third of the committee retire
in any one year. Where the number due to retire
exceeds one third the names shall be chosen by lot.
This shall apply to officers also except that the
three year period shall count from the year they
took office”.
A member of the committee at the AGM in 1977
had asked “that the three year ruling which had
been in operation since 1959 and which we have
found it impossible to stick to with so few members
should be rescinded”. This motion was carried.
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The number required for the committee was again
reduced to eight in 1988, this was on the advice of
the Voluntary County Organiser (now termed WI
Adviser) appointed by Federation to “stimulate,
advise and instruct on all WI matters”. Committee
membership remains at eight today.
Prior to 1946 the timing of an annual meeting /
“polling day” (now AGM) was fluid, but thereafter
committee elections were fixed to be held in
November. Nominations are made prior to the
AGM. Should there be no more than the
stipulated number required, no ballot is needed.
A secret ballot for the post of President is held at
the AGM, but the positions of Vice President,
Secretary and Treasurer are decided at the first
meeting of the newly elected committee.
Since inception there have been 12 Presidents in
all, our founder holding office for 30 years.
Subsequently the holders of this post have served
for varying lengths of time.
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PRESIDENTS
 2008 Mrs P. Austin
 2003 Mrs G. Beckett
 2000 Mrs J. Foskett
 1996 Mrs G. Beckett
 1993 Mrs O. Ransom
 1990 Mrs E. Blackburn
 1987 Mrs J. Foskett
 1984 Mrs G. Beckett
 1982 Mrs E. Blackburn
 1979 Mrs O. Ransom
 1976 Mrs E. Blackburn
 1973 Mrs A. Ralli
 1970 Mrs A. E. Tuck
 1967 Mrs M.E. Brown
 1964 Mrs A. Ralli
 1962 Mrs A.E. Tuck
 1959 Mrs A. Ralli
 1956 Mrs M.E. Brown
 1955 Mrs P. Anley
 1950 Miss Chestney
 1945 Mrs C.D. Seymour
 1944 Miss M.B. Macindoe

 1919 Mrs C.D. Seymour
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HOSTESSES

Various tasks associated with the running of a
well organised Institute are the responsibility of
“hostesses”. As the initial records of 1926 report
an appointed hostess would welcome members
and visitors to our monthly meetings. Tea
hostesses were also in place to provide
refreshments.
A hostess was introduced in May 1956,
responsible for greeting, assisting in any way and
thanking the speaker at the end of their
demonstration/talk.
Since 1958 raffles were
held monthly with the hostess providing a prize,
which at that time cost in the region of one
shilling, with tickets being sold for 3d. each.
Trading stalls (now bring and buy stalls) were also
introduced at this time, again the responsibility of
an individual hostess. It was not until 1960 that
a hostess took on the role of providing birthday
posies, together with flowers for members who
were, or had been ill.
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RESOLUTIONS

Following a lengthy process starting with an issue
of concern raised at local level, through
consideration at first County, then National levels,
the chosen resolutions are voted on at the AGM of
the National Federation. Those duly selected
become “mandates” for the National Committee to
act upon.
Over the years our Institute has debated a wide
range of topics, for example: 24th October, 1918 (first ever national resolution) Provision of sufficient supply of convenient and
sanitary houses.
 1925 Litter laws should be more strictly enforced.
 1926 Equal pay for men and women for equal
work.
 1956 Withdrawal of rural bus services deplored.
 1965 Cervical smear testing for all women over
thirty.
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 1982 Raising awareness of glue sniffing.
 1991 Warning on overuse of paracetamol.
 1999 Concern regarding genetically modified (GM)
foods.
 2004 Combat trafficking of human beings.
 2014 Support for increase in organ donation.
 2019 Call for action to tackle declining take-up of
cervical cancer screening.

A complete list of all resolutions passed can be
found on the National Federation website.
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COMPETITIONS
Until 2012, in-house competitions were held.
Initially
their
subject
was
predominantly
domestic, for example flower arrangements,
needlework, cookery, vegetable and flower
growing. The first recorded posed the question
“How many candles can be lit from one match”.
The winner achieved 20. In 1967, the member
winning the monthly competition for most articles
in a matchbox did so with a total of an
astonishing 126! Judging often fell to the speaker
as competitions usually reflected the topic of their
talk. A small gift was presented to the winner.
In 1950 a system was introduced whereby points
were awarded to the monthly
winner, 4 for 1st place, 3 for 2nd
and 2 for 3rd. A prize of 6/- was
awarded annually to the member
attaining 26 points, accumulated
over the course of a year. Nine
years later these monetary prizes
were replaced by a silver plated
spoon bearing the WI logo, at a cost of 7/6 each.
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In 1971, replacing the spoon, money vouchers for
37.1/2p were introduced.
The amount rose to
50p in 1973 but with 25 points being required.
In the records of March 1981 it is noted that cash
prizes had increased to £1 and remained so until
members were asked in October 1989 “if they
would like to drop the monthly competition and try
to have a social half hour and it was decided to try
the social”.
Competitions reappeared in 1996 to become a
permanent part of meetings again. The prize
money had grown to £10 by 2012 when a decision
to discontinue the practice was taken.
However, interest in county and national
competitions/exhibitions has always existed in
the Institute. In 1965 a Federation competition
worthy of note, demanding a herculean effort for
members, was for a scrapbook to portray a year in
the life of the village. From 72 entries countywide
our submission was highly commended by the
judges. The “Jubilee Scrapbook” was ultimately
deposited with the Norfolk and Norwich Record
Office in the Central Library in 1968.
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We often took part in exhibitions held locally.
When Fakenham was the venue for an area event
shields would be awarded to the Institute gaining
the most points for handicrafts or produce. We
were presented on seven occasions with the
handicraft shield and in 1981 we were the proud
winners of both. In 2002 we were the recipients of
the
Federation
Organisation
Committee’s
Rosebowl Trophy for the most efficiently run AGM
in the County.

In the 2007 edition of this trophy for the “WI of
the Year”, our entry had great success at county
level and was forwarded to national.
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We made attempts for the “Dining Table” (2003)
and “Dream Programme” (2008) competitions.
We also had, and continue to have very competent
photographers in our ranks whose entries have
been submitted and chosen for publication in the
WI calendar. First mention of a calendar came in
1928, and as far back as 1982 minutes indicate
members’ numerous successes in the competition.
In 2013 our President was presented with the cup
for “Best Photograph of the Year”.
More recently at the 2018 County AGM the “WI
Advisers’ Accolade” for “an outstanding year” was
presented to “Stanhoe and Barwick in recognition
of their enjoyable monthly meetings, interesting
programme, community involvement and friendly
members”.
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SPEAKERS

As an important part of monthly meetings,
speakers are engaged to entertain and inform
members with talks covering all manner of
subjects. The task of arranging a yearly schedule
of speakers falls to the Programme Secretary, a
member of the Institute’s committee.
Domestic activities such as cookery, flower
arranging, needlework etc. were originally the
most often covered topics.
Information on
development in consumer goods was also
included.
An Eastern Electricity Board
representative visited on several occasions to
update members on the latest domestic
appliances – pressure cookers in 1953, new
washing machines and spin dryers in 1958. In
1961 advice was given on the care of “modern”
fabrics (nylon, terylene, courtelle and tricel).
Remember Tupperware? Members were given a
demonstration of this newly introduced storage
system in 1965.
“How to Have Fun with
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Freezers” was a well received talk in 1975 along
with microwave cookery in 1988.
Partnering cookery as an often used subject was
craft.
Demonstrations covered dressmaking,
smocking, all methods of embroidery, making
loose covers, glove making and slipper making, to
name but a few. Handicrafts were also covered,
for example painting, pewter work and basket
making.
Members were called upon on several occasions to
step into the gap when an engaged speaker could
not attend due to illness, travel difficulties or
forgetfulness.
Their knowledge and crafting
abilities were very useful on these occasions giving
slide shows of holidays, windmills, flora and fauna
of the area, plus demonstrations of their own
craftwork. In 1950 a member showed “some
dainty mats made from parachute cord”.
Tales of travel abroad were enjoyed. A speaker as
long ago as 1928 came to tell of travels to
Jerusalem. Subsequently members were treated
to talks, sometimes illustrated with slides and
latterly power point presentations, relating to
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countries far and wide, from Norway to Argentina,
USA to Australia and many in between.
Interesting talks concerned the lives of local and
national figures. Perhaps one such talk relating
to happenings of the time came in March 1942
when the speaker recounted the life and works of
Kingsley Fairbridge, founder of the children’s
emigration scheme.
Members have been
informed of the lives of inspirational women,
Queen Elizabeth 1st, Queen Victoria, Edith Cavell
and May Savidge, the lady who moved her house
in its entirety to Wells next the Sea from
Hertfordshire. More recently speakers have given
us an insight into their own working lives, a royal
protection officer, a life model, a textile
conservator and a female RAF Wing Commander
“the first woman ever to command a fast jet
squadron”.
Needless to say over the years there have been
talks on very many topics.
The Programme
Secretary is always willing to engage speakers to
meet the particular interest of members.
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OUTINGS

Extra-curricular social activity for Stanhoe and
Barwick WI has always been important. Other
than visits to sister Institutes, Group meetings or
Federation events, outings have been arranged for
members to local places of interest. In the very
early years, when personal transport was not the
norm, coaches (or “char-a-bangs”) were the usual
method for an annual outing. This was gradually
superseded when more private vehicles were
available. Suggestions by the committee were
made regarding members’ contributions to driver
expenditure.
Originally, the majority of venues were within the
county of Norfolk but Skegness, Cambridge and
London entered the mix in the late 1940s, early
1950s. Our Institute was able to arrange visits to
local factories producing nationally known
products, Reckitt & Colman, Campbells and
Wedgewood for instance. Also visited were the
historic houses of the area, Blickling, Felbrigg,
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Holkham, Houghton, Oxborough and Peckover, to
name but a few.
Visits to the theatre were always well supported,
members enjoying a wide genre of entertainment.
Beginning in 1995, for several years the Cromer
Pier Show provided a summer afternoon of music
hall variety, with a Christmas spectacular show at
Thursford delighting our group on many
occasions. Several coach trips were introduced for
early New Year visits to the theatre at Norwich to
see highly professional musicals performed by
local amateur dramatic societies.
Walks were added to the agenda with regular
sorties in the surrounding area. These were led
by members whose knowledge of the local
countryside was most informative. We walked in
ancient woodlands, used obsolete rail tracks and
were able to admire the scenery in areas of
outstanding natural beauty. More energetic
members took to bicycles!
Opportunities continue to be taken to ensure
members interested in crafting are catered for.
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Events arranged by Norfolk Federation and other
agencies offering instruction in various subjects
have been attended. The WI’s own place of
learning, Denman College in Oxfordshire, has
been visited on several occasions.
Courses
include art, gardening, singing and crafting of all
kinds.
The number of outings made per year began to
increase, so much so that in 2005 a suggestion
was made to restrict outings to three. It appears
that this was not adopted, as in the following
years the number of outings continued to rise!
2011 saw the introduction of morning coffee and
afternoon tea parties, taking place throughout the
year, and together with seasonal and Christmas
lunches (introduced in 1990) outings became
more frequent.
One particularly interesting
outing was to RAF Marham in October 2015 for
members and their partners. This was organised
following the RAF Wing Commander’s talk to the
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Institute about her career.
been planned for 2019.

A further visit has

In 2018 a newly enrolled member of the Institute
suggested, in view of the many outings on offer
during the course of any one year, a schedule of
events should be provided to accompany the
annual programme. This was agreed and will help
to keep members abreast of all future excursions.
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BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS

For many years the Institute’s birthday celebrations
had taken the form of “in house” parties held in
May, often with guests from sister Institutes being
invited. Catering and programme content were
arranged by the committee with help from
members.
Parties were sometimes themed, for
example “Old Time Music Hall”, “A Tramps Supper”
or “An Evening at Royal Ascot”. Every effort was
made “to ensure a good time was had by all”. As an
example, back in 1963 “members sat down to a salt
beef and salad supper, with rolls, butter and pickles
followed by
fruit
and
cream
ending with
birthday
cake and a
cup of tea”.
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Diamond Jubilee – May 1979

An evening at Royal Ascot - May 2007

Entertainment was provided on many occasions
with members and sometimes visiting Institutes
enacting short plays. A couple of examples in the
archive are A Pennyworth of String and The ‘Ole in
The Road.
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Birthday celebrations of this nature continued
for many years but in 2012 it was decided to
hold a May birthday lunch at the local
Stanhoe hostelry. Birthday teas followed for a
couple of years after which a decision was
made to hold birthday teas in June.
This
now continues.
The Institute’s centennial
birthday was celebrated at Morston Hall.

(Rosemary Brown)

Our centenary birthday cake displayed May 2019
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MONEY MATTERS

Our Institute has always raised money for good
causes. Since its inauguration the Institute made
its presence known in the villages for its charity
towards the local children and old people.
Despite having the costs of the upkeep of the WI
Hut
monies
were
collected
to
provide
entertainment once a year for the two age groups.

(Stanhoe Archive)

Children’s party, circa 1950 in WI “Hut”

The children’s parties were generally held in
December or January. It is hard to believe, given
the current demography of Stanhoe village, the
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number of children involved in these treats. In
December, 1925 for example our members catered
for approximately 60 young people and in
January, 1930 approximately 80 children,
between the ages of 3 – 14, attended the annual
party.
Fundraising for these annual treats took the form
of jumble sales and whist drives involving the
local community. Records show there were many
instances when new packs of playing cards were
purchased!
In 1957 whist drive funds were
supplemented by the raffling of a cockerel. Also
bring and buy sales, held at Institute monthly
meetings, occasionally helped boost resources. A
“chocolate” raffle was introduced in 1968 and was
well supported, eventually evolving into a
“grocery” raffle two years later, highly successful
due to the efforts of a mother and daughter team.
Party food was generally provided for the children
from funds raised, and prepared by members on
the day. Records of December, 1947 however
show that rations had to be requested from the
Food Office to ensure sufficient food was available.
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At parties in the 1960s the children enjoyed
“open bread rolls spread with salmon, cheese, egg
and a savoury spread, sausages on sticks, fancy
cakes and fruit jellies, all washed down with
orange lemonade.”
Monies raised also provided entertainment for the
children’s parties on many occasions including
Punch and Judy shows, conjurors, magicians and
film shows all vetted by the Committee as to their
suitability. At the close of the festivities the
children received gifts, ranging from an orange,
saving stamps (1945) and a florin (10p) each in
1949.
Following the change of our venue in September
1979 from the WI Hut to the village hall the
children’s parties came to an end, there being only
approximately 20 children to cater for at that
time, and monies held for this were transferred to
the Old Peoples’ fund.
The WI had not forgotten the senior citizens and
raised money for them in a similar fashion to that
for the children. New ideas for fundraising were
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introduced in the 1960s when coffee mornings
and evenings took place, with carol singing at
Christmas in the 1970s which continued until
1988.
Visits were arranged for them with paid coach
transport to various local stately homes, for
example Holkham, Blickling, Beachamwell, Stody
and Sandringham. Needless to say all the visits
culminated with afternoon tea.

(Stanhoe Archive)

Over 60s trip to Aylsham 1960
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(Stanhoe Archive)

In January 1976 a change was made for the over
60s treat. It was decided to entertain them with a
party, with catering and local entertainers
provided. To encourage their participation
invitations were delivered by hand to all over 60s.
For the following six years an annual party was
held. During the course of 1982 arrangements
were being made for tokens to be distributed to
those over 60 for use in the village shops. In the
first instance these tokens were for £2 each and
records show that in 1984 there were 36
recipients. The amount given to each person had
been increased to £3.50 for goods to be purchased
at the Post Office Stores, the grocery store in
Docking Road having closed. The following year
an additional location for the use of tokens was
introduced and they could be exchanged for coal
from Mr. Ayres, Coal Merchant on Bircham Road.
This was not a new idea. In 1939 it was decided
to give old people coal for Christmas instead of the
usual “treat” as it was thought many would not
want to turn out due to the blackout. In 1941 a
whist drive was also held to provide funds for
1cwt. of coal for each pensioner and widow.
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However in 1986 suggestions were made that
instead of raising money for the elderly residents,
members should turn their minds to raising
money for the village hall heating system.
Consequently the carol singing income was spent
on 3 x 2kw heaters at £20.75 each installed in
February. A lunch was again organised in 1988
for the over-60’s, but a year later at the AGM
“due to a lack of support from the elderly in the
village” the committee decided to end this
practice.
Prior to the 1980s, when efforts to raise money
went towards village activities, few other
charitable organisations benefited. However, in
1984 fundraising began for causes further afield,
for example the Breast Screening Mobile Unit
(£357) in 1989 and the Wells Lifeboat (£230) in
1991.
On 25th November 1993 we gained charitable
status under the Charities Act 1993, (succeeded
by the Charities Act 2011). A Federation decision
was made in March 2010 to amalgamate
individual Institutes into a corporate body for tax
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purposes. The Institute continues to raise funds
for causes other than our own but within the
parameters of the Act.
To fund our own needs income, other than that by
subscription, was generated by raffles, bring and
buy stalls, flower shows, cake stalls and the
occasional fair.
In March 1998 £392.56 was
raised at a spring fair which enabled us to
purchase four tables for use in the village hall
where they remain today. One really productive
fundraiser was the annual cake stall. This was
initiated in 1972 at a meeting on 1st June. It was
suggested “as a new venture for raising funds for
the Institute. A stall was to be held in the village
on August Bank Holiday and members were asked
to contribute produce and handicrafts for this”.
This was a success bringing in £25.20. Having
generated hundreds of pounds for the Institute
the practice remains but will only be used if extra
funds are needed.
We have
Federation
collection,
Associated

made donations to help Norfolk
and also continue to make an annual
“Pennies for Friendship”, for the
Country Women of the World.
This
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international Association has very similar
objectives to those of the WI movement “and is
committed to raising the health and standard of
living of rural women and their families”. The WI
was a founder member of this Association to
which we are affiliated.

More recently the Tax man came to our aid. In
2003, under the Gift Aid Scheme for charities, we
received £131.37, a retrospective payment for the
period from November 1993 on full subscription
amount paid by members. However in 2018 “Gift
Aid can be claimed on only the Institute’s portion of
the annual subscription”. Subsequently a decision
was made to cease claiming this benefit.

Stanhoe and Barwick Bursary:
Following a
suggestion from members, at the annual general
meeting on 14th November 1999, a byelaw was
introduced relating to a biennial bursary of “up to
a maximum of £50 is to be awarded biennially
each time to any member attending a residential
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course. Should more than one member apply, then
a draw will take place”.
The vote supporting the bursary was carried by
14 – 0, with two abstentions. The first application
was made and awarded in 2001. An amendment
was tabled in 2005 at the AGM with the 17
members attending voting unanimously that the
bursary should be awarded for an “educational”
course, replacing the residential restriction. A
further change came in 2007 when members
agreed that the bursary should be made annually,
on application to the Institute Treasurer by March
of each year. This byelaw still stands.
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TREE PLANTING

Since the 1960s the Institute has enhanced the
landscape of the village scenery with trees to
celebrate various events.
In April 1967, following a suggestion by a
member, the Institute decided to “sponsor a
scheme for tree planting or beautifying the village
in some way”.
This was to commemorate the
Golden Jubilee year of the WI movement. An idea
was put to the Parish Council for approval and cooperation. In turn the suggestion had to be
approved by the County Planning Officer who
agreed. Eastmere (the pit/pond at the junction of
Burnham and Bircham Roads) was deemed to be
the best location with willow trees being
suggested. Cost for the trees, and works
associated, were met by a donation of 2/- per
Institute member, 1/- from pensioners.
Two
willow trees from Notcutts, Woodbridge were
ordered and planted by the President and a
member on Tuesday 11th April at 6.30pm on the
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south east corner of the pond. To mark our own
50th anniversary a Lombardy poplar was planted.
In March 1973 it was decided we would place
three trees at the end of the WI car park on
Bircham Road, 1 pink and 2 white flowering
hawthorn. One tree was paid for from our funds
and the other two were donated by two
philanthropic members of the WI.
One of the
original trees still stands and can be seen in the
garden of Cloves Cottage.
Stanhoe Parish Council obviously knew of our
propensity for tree planting and asked for our help
in enhancing a village roadside. Bircham Road
was adorned with several specimen trees in 1975
by the Parish and our Institute.
Two years later another tree appeared in the
landscape, this time a silver birch. This was
planted in March “behind” Eastmere as our
commemoration of Her Majesty’s silver jubilee.
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To mark our 60th anniversary we introduced a
beech tree to the surroundings. The President at
that time, photographed
on Mothering Sunday,
16th
March,
1980
carried out the task.
The location of the tree
is on the south side of
Eastmere. The husband
of a member made a
plaque to celebrate the
occasion, unfortunately
this is no longer to be
seen.
(Stanhoe Archive)

Our desire to plant trees stretched further afield.
In February 1999 the Institute donated £25 to add
to Federation funds for the creation of a Norfolk
WI millennium wood, in partnership with the
Woodland Trust, to be established on land in
Elsing, Norfolk. Our President took part in a
design meeting held in June. She and the
Secretary braved a cold morning on planting day,
18th November, digging in species of native trees.
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The millennium wood is now titled The Harnser
Wood.
Probably the furthest location for a tree being
planted in our name is in Anantapur, SE India.
For several years Taylors of Harrogate donated
Yorkshire Tea to WIs. In 2007 they offered to
plant a tree in our name, to support their “Tree of
Life” appeal to counteract deforestation in that
part of India.
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To commemorate our centenary on 11th March,
2019 in the playing field of the village hall, the
President planted a maple tree.
This specimen
had been chosen to represent the Canadian
origins of the WI movement and may be viewed
from a nearby newly installed bench, also donated
by the Institute in this centenary year.

(Courtesy of Lynn News & Advertiser)\

To further mark the occasion plaques have been
installed to indicate the trees planted in the village
over the years.
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THE WAR YEARS

The commencement of the war on 3rd September,
1939 resulted in very little comment in the
records. Monthly meetings were held as usual but
were “curtailed owing to the blackout” and records
in 1940 mention blackout curtains were required.
Members were reported as being busy with
evacuees and helping out on farms, if needed,
following the wishes of Lady Suffield, County
President at that time.
It was suggested that the national AGM of 1941 be
held in London in May, but our Institute, along
with others, disapproved of this idea on the
grounds that people had been asked not to travel
more than necessary. A letter of disapproval was
dispatched to National Headquarters, which had
moved to Abinger Hall, Dorking, Surrey, during
the blitz of 1940. The AGM did not take place.
During the war years the only national AGM to
take place was in 1943 at the Royal Albert Hall.
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On the home front members busied themselves
with various tasks. In 1940 a dance was held,
raising £1/16/- to buy wool. For Christmas that
year the Stanhoe ‘boys’ serving in Captain Ralli’s
Company received gifts of a postal order for 5/and a pair of socks. Our members continued to
send Christmas gifts to the forces, money
generated by trading stalls, whist drives and other
activities. In the archive we have copies of letters
of thanks from troops for these gifts. In this our
centenary year successful efforts are being made
to trace the servicemen’s descendants in order to
return the original letters to them.
Members also subscribed to the British and Allied
Fund for returning troops.
At this time the WI was synonymous with jammaking and we certainly excelled in this, as when
a request came in from the Produce Guild for the
WI to start a fruit/jam preservation centre, the
President and her helpers made 634lbs of jam
from surplus fruit! Jam making and fruit bottling
were strictly controlled and allowed only home
grown fruit to be used.
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In June 1941 eight members of the Institute
volunteered to make house to house collections of
1d per week as requested by the Norfolk War
Charities Association.
Our fundraising activities continued. Money was
raised for more wool and we contributed to a WI
ambulance, War Weapons Week and Aid to Russia
in 1941. Unfortunately, there was one occasion
when we decided we could not help. The Prime
Minister’s wife, Mrs Churchill, introduced a
scheme to supply rabbit skins to make clothes for
Russian women and children. At a meeting on
17th June, 1942 it was minuted “we do not think
any rabbit skins can be sent from this Institute as
the skins are no use until later on in the year”. In
1945 at the February monthly meeting a member
suggested we collect household articles and gifts
for those whose homes had been bombed. This
was in response to “a good neighbour” appeal.
Parcels of clothing for children were also sent to
Holland that year, along with a donation of
£5.10s. for the Help For Holland appeal.
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Our Institute premises were also used in various
ways to support the effort. Both the Home Guard
and Red Cross used the Hut free of charge.
It was used as a school at one stage in 1941 at a
fee of 7/6 per week “on the understanding that at
the end of this particular rental any damage would
be repaired and the floor scrubbed and polished.”
Soon after the war had ended, for our 1946
birthday celebration, Mr Wagg, the baker of
Docking, made a cake using ingredients from a
food parcel received from Australia.
Further
parcels were received, produce (tinned fruit was
mentioned) was distributed to members whose
names were drawn from a hat. Tomato seeds
were received from Canada, grown on and the
plants distributed to members.
Post war the Hut was used from 30th June, 1947
until 1957 by the Food Office for the distribution
of ration books.
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BYGONES

As the years have progressed, certain activities
were discontinued for a variety of reasons.
A flower show was in existence as early as 1931.
In June 1948 minutes indicate a show took place
in the WI Hut. Charges were listed as 2d class
entry fee, 2d entrance to the hall and 2d for a cup
of tea! The following year 12 classes were
competed for and generated 70 entries overall.
Prize monies awarded to class winners in 1958
reached the heady sum of
1/- for first, 9d for
second and 6d for third places.
Interest in the flower show decreased, culminating
in a committee decision in June 1959 to cancel
the show “owing to the apathy of the great majority
of members and a yearly financial loss was
announced”.
It was not until 1986, following a suggestion by
the committee at that time the “open flower and
produce show” was reintroduced, with “everyone
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in Stanhoe encouraged to participate”. It was
decided that the event would take place on the
first Saturday in August. Show schedules were
printed at the expense of the WI, and were
distributed to residents. This show was a success,
and the following year a Post Office account was
opened for funds raised.
Institute members
volunteered to help with the various tasks

Judging the show

associated with the smooth running of the show
under the guidance of an “organiser”, again from
the Institute’s ranks. Since 1986 until the final
year of the show only 2 of our members held this
onerous position.
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Two trophies were awarded at the outset for
overall points winners in the ladies’ and men’s
sections, with prize money of £1 awarded.
In
1990 further trophies were introduced and
awarded to the winning exhibitors of the various
categories, which were fruit and vegetables, flower
& pot plants, flower arranging and produce and
craft.

The success of the show increased to become a
highlight in the village calendar so it was
disappointing when it was brought to a close.
After long and searching deliberations, taking into
account the decline and ageing of the village
population, together with the rise of second home
ownership, the decision was made that the 30th
Annual Open Flower and Produce Show on
August 20, 2015 would be the final event.
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Accumulated funds were distributed amongst our
Institute and other village organisations.
The Group Meeting was a further victim. In
February 1962 discussions had taken
place
regarding the establishment of a combined
“group” meeting of local Institutes. This was to
be known as Group 24 to be centred at Wells WI
with membership from Institutes Docking,
Burnham Market, Wells, Walsingham and
Stanhoe and Barwick, with Stanhoe providing the
convener. Its first meeting was held on 21st May
1962, with each Institute paying a joining fee of
five shillings. Group met twice a year, using each
member Institute’s home venue on a rota basis.
The name was changed in the early 1980s when it
became the Nelson Group, which was considered
to be more representative of the area.
Members attending group meetings numbered in
the region of 80 – 100.
A benefit of this
amalgamation enabled more expensive speakers
to be engaged than could be afforded by a single
Institute. For instance in 1977 members were
delighted to listen to Mr Percy Edwards, the then
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well known broadcaster, who gave a wonderful
talk about “an imaginary walk down a Norfolk
lane, over a stile and into a field with
accompanying bird calls”.
Later
our
records
reflected
a
hint
of
disillusionment and in 1987 a complaint was
made to the group committee
“about the poor
quality of the meetings and hoped that perhaps we
would get better speakers in the future”.
Gradually over the years member numbers
attending these group meetings began to decline.
Docking and Burnham Market Institutes closed
along with others which had joined the group after
its foundation, until finally in May 2017 an end
was called. Monies remaining in group accounts
were divided amongst the remaining Institutes.
Our Institute received £100.
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Jerusalem is known as the anthem of the WI
movement. In 1924 Grace Hadow, National Vice
Chairman, who had heard it being sung at
exhibitions and Council meetings, suggested it be
adopted nationally. Indeed it had already been
adopted by some county WIs as their anthem.
In the 1927 records of our Institute it was noted
“Land of Hope and Glory” was sung.
Brief
mention of Jerusalem being sung appeared in
1928 but subsequently it is interesting to note
that members had taken to reciting the Alberta
Creed which had originated in Canada where the
WI movement began.
Until 1944 this was the preferred option for the
opening of meetings but from then on the singing
of Jerusalem and reciting of the Creed alternated
for several years. To ensure all members were
clear on the wording of Jerusalem, in 1956 fifty
copies of the hymn were purchased and
distributed. This alternating practice changed in
1957, with the Creed being recited very
infrequently. Reference to Jerusalem being sung
continued until we moved to the new premises in
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1979. Thereafter the anthem is only mentioned
occasionally, the last record of its use being in
October 1986. Nowadays it is seldom sung in our
Institute.

Roll Call in May 1956 began the monthly
meeting. It followed the singing of Jerusalem or
the reciting of the Alberta Creed. It provided a
light hearted introduction to business matters,
being a poem, a reading by members or a topic for
general discussion, for example “Should a
husband get up first in the morning and make his
wife a cup of tea”.
This feature of meetings drew to a close in
December 2002 “in an endeavour to make more
time for social half hours at monthly meetings”.
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LOOKING FORWARD

Over the first one hundred years the Institute has
slowly but surely evolved into one equal to the
demands of the twenty first century. Now a
designated web page gives information on our
activities, with similar reports appearing on the
local community website Stanhoe.org. Stanhoe
and Barwick WI can also now be found on
Facebook and Instagram.
Despite continuing evolution, the basic ideals and
principles of the WI movement remain, with fun
and friendship at the heart of our Institute.
Whatever the future holds it will be met head on
and we will adapt.
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